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[CCS INSIGHTS:]

Hundreds of millions of people have lived through lockdowns ever since the World Health Organization has
declared Covid-19 a pandemic.
The new “working from home economy” is likely to continue long past the Covid-19 pandemic that spawned
it, shall possess new challenges to businesses and labour force.
Remote work can be a challenge, and switching quickly to remote work during the pandemic proved even
more difficult.
Collaboration is one of the most challenging aspects of remote work, however it can be work effectively
through strong policies making while social distancing.
Our speaker, Mr Chin Chee Seng, shall share with you on the challenges on the new perspectives and how
businesses shall set policies to manage the labour force, and to work together as a whole for effective
collaboration.
WFH online training – “Work from Home: Policies, Samples & Digital Tools” are available for you now.
[https://www.learnabee.com/courses]
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